
 

BON Hotels increase footprint in West Africa, signs
twelfth hotel in Nigeria

BON Hotels has increased its footprint in West Africa with the signing of its 12th hotel in Nigeria - making the group the
largest hotel management company in the country.
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Together with acquisitions in East Africa – in Uganda and Ethiopia - and continued growth prospects throughout the
continent to add to their South African and Namibian portfolio, including the doubling in size of the five-star boutique hotel
BON Hotel Abuja to 60 bedrooms (which is about to commence), and the current upgrades and refurbishments underway at
their existing hotels, Director of BON Hotels International West Africa (BHIWA) Bernard Cassar says the group remains
committed to moving onwards and upwards and continuing its growth trajectory in the region.

The two new hotels currently under construction are being built to international standards and specifications with the latest
technology and facilities. BON Hotel Lekki, situated on the Lekki Peninsula, Victoria Island, is due to open in June 2018
and will provide a four-star, international, 45-room hotel catering to the corporate and business market. The second
acquisition is BON Hotel Elvis Wuse2, a four-star, 85-roomed, luxury hotel located in the heart of Abuja, primed for the
business traveller, due to open later this year.

CEO of BON Hotels Guy Stehlik says that within a short space of time the group has become a number one player in
Nigeria, which just reiterates their belief in and commitment to the region. He adds that BON Hotels’ success has been
made possible largely by the experienced staff in place and the considerable time and energy the group has engaged in
skills development and transformation in Nigeria
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“The reality is that we have gone from having no presence in the area to becoming the largest operator, based on hotels, in
less than 12 months, which demonstrates our primary strength at identifying and managing hotels under difficult
circumstances in Africa,” he remarks.
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